
Violet Class’ 
Amazing Wednesday 

Achievements! 



Anna has used book reviews 
to help her identify the 

themes and write a succinct 
Twitter review!  

Charlie 
used his 
themes 
and 

evidence to 
help him 
write his 
review! 



Max has been thoughtful 
about his zones of relevance! 

Olivia has used adverbs in her 
summary to create dramatic effect 
and has focussed on her themes! 



Jonny has created a detailed 
book review of the Rainplayer! 

Kayla has thought about her zone of 
relevance and what is important in 

the story. 



Lola used her themes to 
effectively summarise the 

Rainplayer! 

James S has considered the themes 
of bravery and perseverance through 

his summary. 



Sam is hard at work creating his 
line graphs! 

Charlie, James, Lola and 
Kayla finished all of 
their line graph work! 

We are very proud of 
Jaime’s 10/10 this week! 

We are also proud of 
Lola’s 10/10! 



Sam has created a theme of 
power for the revered god, 

Quetazcoatl! Mason has found out loads 
about Tlaloc! 

Kayla has compared 
and explained how 

the Ancient 
Americans used 

chocolate!



Charlie has created a menu he 
thinks would please Montezuma! 

Jonny has 
created a 
veritable 
feast for 

Montezuma! 



Anna has created a professional 
menu for Montezuma to peruse! 

Jaime has created a fancy 
menu for Montezuma! 



Lola has completed her questions 
and prepared Montezuma’s feast! 

Kayla has done her 
research to complete her 

menu! 



James S has completed all of his 
tortillas, tacos and tamales work 
and then designed a cannibalistic 

menu for Montezuma! 



Max has written a kind letter 
to a family member to let 

them know he is thinking of 
them! 

Charlie 
wrote a 

kind card 
to his 
family 

member to 
cheer her 
up during 
lockdown! 



James S thought about what 
might keep someone occupied 
through their lockdown time! 

And Lola’s 
message was 
very heartfelt 

for her 
relatives! 



Sam and his family have 
used online dance to keep 

active today! 


